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To all whom ¿t may concern.: 
Be it known that I, lViLLrAiii FgGRUPE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Hudson Heights, county of Bergen, State of 
N ew Jersey, have invented certain new >and 
useful Improvements in Tipping Mecha 
nisms for Cigarette-Machines, of which the 
following is a specilication. " ’ 

This invention relates totipping mecha 
nisms for cigarette machines and is particu 

larly directed to types of machines for ing tipping material to cigarette paper pre 
paratory to or combined with the making of 
cigarettes. ' l 

An object of this invention is to provide a 
simpliiied form of mechanism for feeding 
tipping material to an indefinite‘lenhgth of 
cigarette paper, and'to afliX the individual 
tips to the paper at distances corresponding 
to the cigarette strength. ' ’ , 

A further object of the inventionk >is to 
provide a tipping mechanism capable of at 
taining higher'certainty and a 
gree of speed of operation. ~ 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a tipping mechanism of-sui‘iiciently re 
duced over-all 
to be readily attached to approved typesv of 

' cigarette making machines. 
A further feature` of the invention is to 

ar 
ranged to positively feed the tips to the mov- y 
ing paper strip in registry with the paper 
strip. - , . 

In the more preferred forms of the inven 
tion, my tipping mechanism is applied tol-ap 
proved types Of cigarette machines and is 
disposed anteriorly of the tobacco feeding 
hopper and comprises a rotating drum to 
which the indefinite length of cork or other 
tipping material is continuously fed, rotary; 
severing` means cooperating with said drum 
for cutting the cork to the desired length or 
width of the tip, such drum being provided 
with suitable means for positively retaining 
the separate tips 4and feeding the tips suc 
cessively to and in registry withthe paper 
strip fed to the cigarette machine, pressure 
roller means for applying successively the 
cork tips to the indefinite length of cigarette 
paper, means for moving the transporting 
drum and pressure rollerimeans with the 
cigarette »paper and preferably at substan 
»tially the same Speedo-f feeding of the ciga- ’ 

_Specification of Letters Patent. Y 

Y rette paper during thestage 

higher de- ' 

dimensions to enable the saine ` 
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ì of aflixing the 
cork tips thereto, and mechanism governing 
the operation of the aforesaid elements of 
the tipping mechanism'in correspondence to 
the locations of aiiixing the .cork tips to the 
cigarette paper, as required' by the diii'erent 
lengths of cigarettes. ' 
Further features and objects of the inven 

tion will be more fully understood from> the 
following description and the accompanying 
drawings, in which 
Figure is a side elevation of a form of 

tipping mechanism embodying my inven. 
tion, partly broken away in vertical sectional 
elevation yto show hidden parts; and " 

Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation on line 2-2 
of F ig. 1 as viewed in the direction of the 
indicating arrows. 

rThe vparticular form of the invention as 
illustrated in the drawings is applicable to 
approved types of cigarette making ma 
chines, the main frame of which is indicated 
at 1, the usualhopper at 2, the usual ciga 

` rette tobacco feeding chute at 3 and at 4 the 
roller for guiding> the strip of cigarette 
paper 5 into vthe chute 3. During the pas 
sage of the cigarette'paper 5 through the 
chute 3 the cigarette tobacco is heaped in 
the regulated amount, all of which is well 
understood by the art in the practice Ofop 
erating approved types of cigarette making 
machines and need not be further described herein. 
My tipping mechanism, Vindicated gener 

ally at 6, comprises the frame 7 having' the ' 
feet 8 adapted to be bolted or otherwise se 
cured to the lower Ybed 9 which may be a 
rearward extension of the main frame >1 of 
the cigarette machine. Such frame 7 of my 
tipping mechanism is provided with a dove 
tailed head 10 serving as a support and 
gui'de for the reciprocating table 11 support 
ing the cor r feeding drum 12. ’ 
The'drum 12 is iixedly mounted on the 

shaft 13 as by means of the key 14 and the 
shaft 13 vis mounted in the u 
15, 16, secured to the reciprocating table 11. 

n they under face of the reciprocating 
table 11 is'se'cured the rack 17,‘the teeth 18 
of which mesh with the teeth 
19 whose radial arm 26 is fixed to and at an 
angle to the arm 21 having' the boss 22 piv 
Oted onthe stud 23, carried in the block 24 
secured by the boltsv 25 to the bed’9 of the 

spaced bearings 

of the segment ' 
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cigarette machine. The arnn'26r of theseg 
ment is guided by the cam roller 27, pivot~ 
ally carried thereby and coacting with the 
[cam 28 mounted on the shaft 29, 'ournaled in 
suitable bearings ‘carried by-ï'tlie. opposite 
-sidefframes 7, 7. The shaft 29 and cam 23 

' are rotated in the direction indicated by the 

.10 

l ' being sub 

i5 

13% 
20 

arrow 30, seeFig. 1. The> rise of the face of 
thecam 28. is indicated at 31, comprising a 
single region of 
27 radially from the center lineof the shaft 
29, theremainder of the face of the cam 28 

tantially circular with gradual 
rise and fall from the circular contourto the 
raised lportion 31. _ ' 

in Contact with 
noted vthat the segment .19' is of curvature 
,corresponding to Vthe rocking ¿motion‘y irn 
partedthereto by» 
roller against the face of the cam 27 and that 

1 ksuch arrangement provides for the effective 

25 

l.skew gear 32 fixed 

‘30 

> Y stood. 

engagement at all stages of a relatively large Y 
number of teeth of the segment 19 with the 
teeth Aofthe rack' 17. Á Y ,_ 
The shaft`29 is rotated’by means of the 

thereto, ¿ with which 
meshes the skew gear 33 fixed to the shaft 34, 
which may be an extension of the main shaft 
of theV cigarette making machine proper, >or 
suitably driven therefrom, as will be under-_ 

By such provision of means, upon rotation 
` ofthe shaft 34„in synchronism with the op 
35 erationxof the usual >cigarette rod-forming mechanism,jincluding 

» at 35,'the forming-shoe and the lap sealing 

40 

means, (thelast two not shown,) the cam: andY 
outwardly with respect to the center line of~> 

y for each revolution of the shaft 
. 29, therebycausing the segment 19 to be os 

roller 27 is moved radially inwardly 

the shaft 29 

cillated backwardly and forwardly relative 
to the supporting s‘ud 23, whereby the rack 
1_9 and table 11 are reciprocated a full stroke, 
and whereby the‘drum‘12 is bodily recipro 
vcated, toward and away 
machine a full stroke. _ ._ 
The drum 12 is rotated by the shaft 13 by 

means of theh skew gear 
13 and driven by the worm 41, see Fig. 2, 
fixed to the floating shaft42 and driven b Y 
the skew gear 43n1eshingV withthe skew 

’ Y ge’ar'32. The shaft 42 is mountedinthe 

„ 5,5 „ 

f the respective shafts 
gearing ratio is selected to rotate the drumV 

44, 45, pivotallv .hung ̀ on bracketv bearings 
' ' 13,29. »The proper 

i 12 to supply the severed cork portions, re 

to 
ferred to more particularly hereinafter, at 
the proper instants in synchronism with the 
rate of reciprocation of the drum 12 by its 
reciprocating means referred to hereinabove, 
and withthe rate of feed ofthe cigarette 
lpaperö., ‘ 

1t willfbe noted thatthe shaft 42 is,I selff. 

rl‘he arm 21 is tensioned>~ 
the retractile spring 22 to hold the rollerl 

the cam 28. It will bev 

the movement .of the .cam ̀ 

the tube belt indicated _Y 

from the cigarette` ,» bearing 15, afiixed to the reciprocating table . . 
69 is permanently po'- , ' > " 

40vfixed to the shaft v115 y» 
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yielding longitudinally inthe direction ofV 
its' length by the'provision of the sleeve 46 
having the longitudinalY` groove 47 receiving 
thefkey or spline?48 fixedfto the shaft por 
tion-49 whereby the shaft‘46 'asa whole ac 
commodates itself inV effectivelength duringy 
the reciprocating movement ofthe table 11, 

Í while at the same time imparting rotational 
i movement from its skew gear 43 to itsfworm 

movement of the cam «roller ’ gear 41.` 
ï V‘The reel of corkis indicated at 50, the free 

75 

end 51 of which passes about theidlers 52, 1 
53, over the gumming roller-54, thence un-l 
der the idler 55 and. thence about the slack 
roller 62,1pivotally mounted.V on the arm 63 
and tensioned by the springV 64; the „pin63ëL 
v:limits the outward'mo-vement of the arm]` 
63. V‘Such arrangement serves to prevent un 
due strain which would otherwise be caused 
by sudden pulls‘in the cork during the start 

80 

ing and oscillation stages ofthe movements'> ,_ 
of the drum 12. Y » - 
The location of first contact-of thev cork`> 

strip 56 with the' drumk 12 is indicated at 65. 
The circular or effective face 66 of the drum 
12 is provided with sets of perforations67 
serving as air passages,say in sets >of four 
passages ̀ arranged in substantial alinementl> 
transversely to the circumferential direction 
of the face 66 of the drum'112, combiningV 
with suitable air >exhausting means 
matically feeding and vretaining the cork. 
As one form of pneumatic vmeans lhave 
'shown the hollowY sector block 69ï_h'aving`the 
outlet passage 70, see Fig.A 2, communicating 
with the. tube` 71 leading tonany suitable air 

90 

9,5 

100.V y 

exhaust fan, pump, orequivalent, the direc- f i 
tion of. flow of the air being 
arrow 72, Fig.` 2. Such block 69 lis ,furtherV 
-provided‘with the passagev 7 3„'coimnunicatf 

indicated lby thev '_ 

105 _ 

ing with the clearance ,74 extending annu» , ` ‘ 

through ,the region of’s‘evering the cork strip 
into cork tips and to la >location slightly be~ 
yond the region of afiixing the cork'tips to 
the cigarette paper 5,' as will appear ̀ herein 
after; - Such block 69 is secured to the fixed 

11, whereby the-’block 
sitioned relatively to the table 11.V At the 1 
anterior edge 7 5._and_posterioredge 7 6 of the 
block 69, a substantial seal _iis made between 
thek block 69 and the innerfperipheryfof the,v 
perforated face 66- of the drum 12 against 
leakage of air. ` ' “ ' Y ' Suchpneumatic means correspondsgen#l` 
erally to thepneumatic means shown and 
described in‘my copending;l application 55e-,y 
rial No. 310,361, filed by meV on July 12, 1919, 
and entitled “T_'pping mechanism.” l 

 The gum fountain ' 

llarly from the location 65 ofthe drum >12, x l 

110 

120 

A125 
57 lis.` preferably-ad»,ì ‘ 

ljustably mounted relative to the reciprocat, ' 
ing table 11, as by-ïmeans. of theQhanCfer".V  

shown) having suitable 
the set‘nut l68 Vtapped into 

arms 67 (one only 
slot for receiving 130 
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the side of the bed 9. The gum roller 54 
may be of the gravity type, as by mounting 
its oppositely disposed shaft 60 (one only 
shown) in the slot 61 of its hanger arm 67a. 

Suitably associated with" the retaining 
drum 12 I have provided the severing drum 
7 8 driven, say, in the direction of the arrow 
9 by.. means of its gear 80 suitably driven 

by the gear 81 fixed on the shaft 13. The 
particular severing devices of the severing' 
drum 78, as shown, comprises a series of 
knife blades 82 spaced from one another 
peripherally about the'drum 78 and pref 
erably provided with spring pressure ymeans 
and having the general’construction shown 
and described in my vaforesaid copending 
application Serial N o. 310,361. 

' ccordingly, upon drive of the drum 
shaft 13' by the aforesaid driving means, the 
gear 81 causes the gear 80 to rotate and 

z thereby to rotate the severing drum 78, 
whereupon its knife blades 82 successively 
sever the strip 56 of cork into individual 
corp tips which are retained by the afore 
said pneumatic means on the periphery 66 
of the drum 12 and transferred upwardly 
in the direction of the arrow 68 ̀ toward the 
cigarette paper 5 and the pressure roller 83. 
T e vpressure roller 83 may be suitably> 

mounted on the operating lever 84 pivoted 

the arm 86 of the lever 84 being' provided 
with the cam roller 87v coacting with the cam 
88, pinned or keyed to the shaft 29 driven 
as aforesaid by the skew gear 32, such lever 
84 being tensioned by the retractilespring 
89 to hold the cam roller 87 in continuous 
contact with the _effective face of the cam 
88. The direction of rotation of the cam 88 
is indicated by the arrow 90, see Fig. ̀ 1. 
The severing drum is preferably provided 

with the brush or wiper 91 shown mounted 
adjacent the severing drum 78 and opposite 
to the retaining drum 12 and driven by 
a suitable gear, not shown, meshing' with 
the gear 92, in turnmeshing with the gear 
80, whereby the bristles of the brush 91 are 

- driven in direction of the arrow 90, z'. e., 

50 

55 

60 

counterl to the direction ofI movement of 
the knife blades 82. - 

The cam 88 as shown, is provided with a 
single raised portion indicated 
cam roller 87 ` n ' 

tact therewith, at whichr stage the lever 84 
is oscillated, and roller 83 bodily oscillated 
in clockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 1, 
causing the roller 83 to be' forced toward the 
retaining' drum 12. The roller 83 is shown 
freely mounted on its vshaft carried by the 
upper end of the lever 84, but may be posi 

- »tively driven by any suitable means. 

65 

'of or provided with an outer 
Preferably, the roller 83 is entirely formed 

annular face 
of compressible rubber or the like, to pro 
vide an area contact, rather a line contact, 

of the table 11,v 

. 8 

with the upper face of the cigarette paper 
during' the stage of affixing a cork> tip to the 
cigarette paper. 

It will be noted that the distance from 
the gumming roller 54 to the location 65 of 
the retaining drum 12 is considerable and 
of an extent to permit the applied gum or 
adhesive to be “seasoned” and the cork 
properly permeated, preparatory to gum 
ming the cork tip to the cigarette paper, 
thereby obviating any excessive moisture or 
liquid constituent of the adhesive whereby 
the paper might be weakened in tensile 
strength. ~  ` f 

It -will also be noted that the face of the 
cork strip 56 to which the'adhesive is ap 
plied is` the face which is not in contact 
with the periphery 56 of the retaining drum 
12, thus obviating the transfer of the ad 
hesive to the effective face 66 of the feeding 
drum 12. e " 

The individual cork tipsare applied to the 
underside of the cigarette paper 5 as is in 
dicated at 94. ' 

It will be noted that the pneumatic means 
of they drum retains the severed cork tips 
in definite, spaced relation on the surface of 
the drum and upon the continued rotation 
of the drum the separate cor: tips are suc~ 
cessivelyfed to and in registry with a oiga-_ 
rette paper. 

he tipping mechanism in its position as 
shown in F ig'. 1 is at the stage of applica~ 
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tion ofv pressule of the pressure roller 83 ~ 

5, whereas the cigarette tip indicated at this 
stage at 95 is periphery 66 
of the retaining drum 12 and its adhesive 
applied face against the under face of the`A 
cigarette paper 5. . n 

From the' above the operation of the tip 
ping mechanism ̀ will be largely understood 
and the following should ' 
planation of the ' 

. reel through the 
chute 3 by the tube belt 35 at asubstantially 
uniform or constant speed, with such form 
of cigarette 'making machine; the cams 28 
and 88 may >be designed as illustrated to 
cause a full reciprocati‘on of the slide 11 and 
the cork transferring drum 12 for each com 
plete joint 'revolution of the cams 28, 88. 
uringysuch complete cycle of movement, 

the drum 12 will have moved from its eX 
treme right hand position as viewed in Fig. 1', 

' _ the right hand end of the 

with the right hand end of the dovetailed 
head 10, thence toward the left `until it at 
tains its substantially central position shown 
in Fig. 1 and >continuing farther to the left 
to its extreme left hand position at which last 
named'position the left- hand end of the 
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Y ’ head 10.v 

l0~ "stage a cork tip is being applied to the 
and thereafter> moving 

15 

„20 

sliding table 11 is in substantial alinement 
with the left handvrend of the dovetailed 

Concomitant 

willhave moved from. y 
position, thence downwardly and attaining 
its eXtreme downwardposition during the 
stage at which its cam roller ST1-is in engagew 
ment with the. rise 93 of the Cain 88 which 
position is shown in Fig;_1 andduring which 

cigarette paper 5, 
upwardly Y and» held upwardly from the 
cigarette paper 5 while the drum 12 moves 
fromits, extreme left hand position on re 
.turn >.to its-extreme- right-hand position and 
assumes its lsubstantial central position on 
its second reciprocation toward the left. 
The combined speed of bodily reciprocation 
and rotation of the drum 12 during its stagey 
wlien'the cork tip' is being affixed to the 
paper strip is substantially equal to .the 

, speediof feeding of _the cigarettepaper into 

25 

so» speed of travel of the drum 

35 

40 

» tips, andthe period of each 

50 

referencev to . specific vforms 

Y stage of affiXing 

. the number> of ' cork.. severing 

the cigarette machine. 
,lt will be understood that 

gearing of the operating parts of my_tip 
ping mechanism may be selected to V»effect 
two or moi‘e complete reciprocations of the 
cork transferring drum for each revolution 
'of the operating cams and 

tationally substantially yequal to>r 
of feeding of the cigarette paper 

the cork tip to the cigarette 

the speed 

papera... v_ I v _ Preferably, each corlrportion 94 corre-. 
sponds to a double tip, and accordingly is 
of twice the dimension `along the length 
of the cigarette rod of that of a single-tip, 
and the severing of the cigarette rod by the 
rotary knife is effected midway vof the cork 
portion 94, to form two tipped cigarettes. 
lliflit is desired to’ apply single tips by 

>means of my tipping mechanism, each‘cork 
portion V94; is of a single tip, and the dis 
tance on the cigarette rod of the successive 
tips 94;;i`s one-,half thatin the case of double full reciproca> 
tion of the table lland of each 

y blades 82 

doubled, whereas the speed of rotation of the 
drum -12 for feedingV and supportingthe 
tipping materialis unaltered, as compared 
with the _mechanism described hereinabove. y 

» ÑVhereas l have described my invention by 
thereof, it will 

that many changes and modi 
fications may be made without departing 
from the spirit of the invention, as defined 
by the appended claims. v, " ~ 

l claim.: . , ` " l, » 

1. The combination of means for feeding 
tipping .material> 'in successive portions, 

be understood 

with ’suchv move?` 
mentof the drum 12, the pressure rofllerß‘â> itsextreme upwardk ' " 'termined spaces thereof, means tipping. material feeding> 

the ratio -_of l 

to impart the 
bodily and ro._ 

during the 

1 nite length offtipping1 

Y y stroke of4 

the pressure arm 8_3 reduced to one-half and. 

1,393,526 
means ' for rotating 
means V¿for yfeedingja strip lof paper, ad 
hesive supplying means, 
fixing under pressure the tipping material 
successively >to said strip ‘of-paper'. atk for support 
ing ,said rotating 
means and means for reciprocating ksaid sup~ 
porting means at a speed which with the 
speedpf rotation of said feedingzmeansjim 
partsa speed to-»Ithe foremost> portion of 
tipping material substantially equal tothe 
speed cf ,said paper »strip during the 1 af 
fixing stage». : - ' ~ 

portine and feeding-tipping materiahmeans 
for fee ing a strip of paper,means forrotat~> 
ing saiddrum, means for supporting said 
drum, means for .reciprocating said 'sup-ff 
porting means, pressuremeans coacting with 
said drum for applying tipping .material 
to the strip vof paper and-means Afor moving 
said pressure means toward and away ,fromV 
said drum. Y  8. riÍhe combination of adrum Vfor'_feeding ` 
an indefinite length of tipping material, 
pneumatic means for retaining i the "indefi 
nite length> lof 
drum, means ‘for` severing 
length> oftipping 
tips, means for feeding an 
of cigarette paper, means 
drum, means for 'bodily'reciprocating‘sai 
drum, pressure means and means for mov 
ing said pressure means toward 
from >said drum. - ' ` 

the. vindefinite 

>said ' feeding means,l 

2. ,The combinationfof a drum'for` sup:V ' i 

tipping >Vmaterial upon said> 

material into individual .. 
indefinite length; 
for rotatingjsaid 

and away. 
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10o 
' Li. The combination of a drum for feeding ¿ 

pneumatic >means-for retaining 
nite lengthwofv-y tipping material 
drum, rotary means ¿for-severing theindefi 

material into indi-v 

an indefinite length: yof tipping'material,'.l ' 
' the .indefi-v 

uponî said 

vidual tips, means forV feeding an indefinite 
length of “cigarette paper, means .for rotat 
ing ‘ said drum', means‘- for bodily- reciprocat 
ing saidy drum, Ypressure means >and means 

away from vsaid, drum. y 
5. Thecombination ofv a dru1n.¿for sup 

porting _and feeding separate tips .Íin suc 
a stripof paper, 

drum at ¿alocation 
in ’vertical alinementwitli the direction of=_ 

cession, .means for feeding 
means for rotating. said 

Yiio . 

for moving said pressure Vmeans toward and", 

feeding of said paperv strip, means for supeV i 
porting’said drum, pressure means coacting` 

Y with ,saiddruinrforv applying tipping ina-pA 
terial to the. strip„_ of paper, for 
moving said pressure Y means' 

IIlGiHlS 
toward and Y 'f 

away from said‘drumfand means for ref  
ciprocating saidïdrum at a speed which with „ 
the rotating speed ofthe drumimparts to 
the foremost tip a speed substantially.. equal 
to the speed of the strip of paper.' ` 

>6. The combination of means 

125 

for fading 
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a strip of pc per, a drum, means for feed 
ing a strip of tipping material to said drum, 
means for rotating said drum, severing 
means coacting with said drum, pneumatic 
means for retaining the severed portions of 
the tipping material on said drum, pressure 
means coacting with said drum for a?fixing 
the foremost severed portion of the tipping 
material to the strip of paper, means for 
supporting said drum and means for recipro 
catinfr said drum supporting means. 

7. In combination with a cigarette rod 
forming machine, of mechanism for apply 
ing tipping material to the paper, said tip 
ping mechanism being disposed anterior of 
the rod-forming mechanism of the cigarette 
machine, said tipping mechanism compris 

’ ing a rotary member While in rotation for 

20 

25 

35 

feeding spaced portions of tipping ma 
terial toward and in register with the paper, 
means for moving said member in a direc 
tion substantially parallel tc the direction 
of travel of the cigarette paper. 

8. In combination With a cigarette rod 
forming machine, of mechanism for apply 
ing tipping material to the paper, said tip 
ping mechanism being disposed anterior of 
the rod-forming mechanism of the cigarette 
machine, said tipping mechanism comprising 
a rotary member for feeing spaced portions 
of tipping material toward and in register 
with the paper, means for rotating .said 
member to move its portion most closely 
adjacent the cigarette paper substantially 
parallel to the direction of traveland at the 
speed of the cigarette paper and means 

5 

for applying pressure tov the paper and the ' 
fed tipping material portions. 

In' combination with a cigarette rod 
torming machine, of mechanism for apply 
ing tipping material to the paper, said tip 
ping mechanism being disposed anterior of 
the rod-forming mechanism of the cigarette 
machine, and tipping mechanism compris 
ing a member for feeding spaced portions of 
tipjping material toward and in register 
with the paper, means for moving said mem 
ber in a direction substantially parallel to 
the direction of travel of the cigarette paper, 
and means for applying pressure to the paper 
and the fed tipping material portions While 
moving said movable member in the direc 
tion of travel of the cigarette paper. 

In combination with a cigarette rod 
forming machine, of mechanism for apply 
ing tipping material to the paper, said tip 
ping mechanism being disposed anterior of 
the rod-forming machanism of the cigarette 
machine, said tipping mechanism compris 
ing a rotary member for feeding spaced por 
tions of tipping material toward and in 
register With the paper, means for moving 
said member to move its portion most closely 
adjacent the cigarette paper substantially 
parallel to the direction of travel of the 
cigarette paper and oscillatory means for ap 
plying pressure to the paper and the fed 
tipping material portions While rotating 
said rotary member. 
In testimony whereof I have signed this 

specification this 24th day of June, 1920. 
WILLIAM F. GRUPE. 
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